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This long-awaited sequel to Handgun Stopping Power provides very latest results of a huge
selection of actual shootings involving every major handgun caliber, like the hot new . Also
covers exotic ammo street results, the controversial Strasbourg Tests on live goats, the Fuller
Index for predicting stopping power plus much more.40 S&W.
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A very educational and portions are fun to read IN THE EVENT THAT YOU OWN A HANDGUN or
plan on buying one, that is mandatory read for the true life gunfights documented here alone.It
also proves the old maxImTHAT THE OBJECTIVE OF A HANDGUN IS TO Combat YOUR WAY
BACK AGAIN TO THE RIFLE THAT YOU SHOULD NOT HAVE LEFT BEHIND TO BEGIN WITH because
a handgun isn't the most optimal defensive weapon. The authors possess created subsequent
books that I also suggest. Stopping Power Utility Very thorough study of bullet stopping power.
The best analysis on the subjest available This book is the best evaluation of caliber, loads,
and manufacturer designed for defensive shooters. But, egghead scientific standards aside,
they did an excellent job looking for important simplified variables for evaluating bullet
efficiency amidst a sea of complex variables. Their tales about the importance of common
sense are their very best strength because they waded through the data. It has from types of
guns to types of ammo used to deliver a specific "punch". The one thing keeping me from
providing this 5-celebrities is that ammo designs have changed a lot in the 10 years since this
was written.Evan Marshall and Edwin J. relevant overview of bullet performance good overview
of bullet performance. Even if you cannot go right out and buy the same cartridges any
longer, this publication is a publication I highly recommend for anyone seriously interested in
selecting the most appropriate tools to safeguard themselves and themselves.Another useful
maxim is THE FASTEST RELOAD IS ANOTHER GUN. The Truth. The authors produce it abundantly
clear what constitutes 'stopping power' and what ammo delivers it. I was amazed at the
technical facet of it. The just problem I had with mine was that all the pics in this awesome
book were in dark & All in all, cash well spent.! The authors are not really acquainted with the
demands of statistical modelling and evaluation, and the finer points of math. This is the best
book I've gotten so far in mention of firearms and ammo. provides details on many bullet types
and how they perform in check medium and "street" performance history. What's in YOUR
handgun? Good INFORMATION ON Important Subject I purchased this book back the 90's
and in those days it was very helpful in deciding which caliber and ammo to have. It will save
you from hanging out and money at the range trying them out aswell as on hearsay from those
trying to sell you something. Great pains were made to determine the very best ammo for every
caliber. white! Our current Vice President should read it too! A must read for gun enthusiasts.
Sanow do a congrats of explaining what exactly are the key points of effective cartridges in
shootings. Four Stars Very well presented but requirements updating. Five Stars Can't get
enough of Marshall and Sanow, some information is dated, but it is not yetobsolete. CCW
permit holders, law enforcement personnel, security personnel, and armed homeowners need to
know how their carefully chosen ammunition will perform if indeed they ever need to use it to
avoid a lethal threat. Five Stars This was something special that the individual had asked for
and was trilled to get. Reference book Street Stoppers is an extremely good reference book.
This book is a "must have" for the handgun ammo enthusiast and/or anyone who posesses
sidearm for protection---be it semi-auto or revolver. Although Sam Colt may have indeed
made all men equal, factory handgun ammunition is obviously not created equivalent, as is
obvious from the outcomes the authors possess catalogued from actual shootings. Five Stars
Great Five Stars Ideal and only scientific work on this subject matter. This book, together with
the one that preceded it and one that followed, provide a wealth of information that could
mean the difference between existence and death. Do yourself as well as your loved ones an
enormous favor and buy the book, and go through it from cover to cover, and then use what
you've learned to select your carry ammo. You will discover valuable info in the three
Marshall/Sanow books that you will not find anywhere else. Stay safe. Five Stars great read,



actual documented road shootings . hard to argue with facts
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